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Introduction
Kiwi-eye is an artificial intelligence-based system that detects people in the
environment even when their backs are turned, bent over or partially hidden to
prevent accidents in the workspace. The system identifies position and distance of
people in the environment. Kiwi-eye alerts immediately the driver with an acoustic
and a lighting signal if there is a risk of collision based on a probabilistic calculus.
Up to three configurable alarm zones can be set up according to the vehicle's run
signal. If the detected person is located within the set alarm threshold, the system
can also gradually slow down the vehicle.
Technical specifications, possible customizations and an in-depth look at the
system are in the following document.

* This datasheet aims to represent the product, the manufacturer reserves the right to update the data
unilaterally.

Technical specifications and possible options
Detected categories

People

Maximum detection
distance per camera

20 mt

Input

Vehicle running signal
Vehicle key signal

Output

Acoustic signalling
Light signalling
Actuators

Output levels

Safe, Warning, Alarm
Threshold distances configurable according to customer
requirements

➢ Single range mode: 12vdc
➢ Extended range mode: 24-120vdc

System power supply
IP

66

Available interface

CAN

Camera Body Dimensions

150x40x50mm

Dimensions Control Unit

166x141x64mm

Screen

➢ 7”
➢ 8”
➢ 10”

Angle of view of cameras

➢ Camera standard: 65°

Integration with Kiwitron’s
products

➢ Stand-alone version
➢ Version with ETS (advanced o touch)

➢ Camera wide: 90°

Wiring
colour
BLACK

RED

Tipo
Power supply
Input
Power supply
Input

YELLOW

Input

PINK

Input

GREY

Output

Valore
GND Battery

Battery voltage (Range specified on label)
KEY SIGNAL (Battery Positive)
MARK SIGNAL (Positive Battery, only for 2 or more
chambers)
Relè Slow Down system

Customizations
The Kiwi-Eye system lends itself to many customer customizations. For example,
you can add a light tower connected via CAN, but you can also modify the wiring
to optimise communication between Kiwi-Eye and the vehicle.
The cameras themselves can be positioned in various ways, as can be seen from
the following pictures.

Wide-camera at the
front of the vehicle

Camera at
the back of
the vehicle

Camera upside down

Possible configurations

In particular, the configuration with 4-cameras is highly recommended for larger
vehicles, as it helps the driver to monitor the entire perimeter of the area.

Additional information
Kiwi-eye system is based on an artificial intelligence algorithm that is able to
recognize people in a video stream. It is important to underline the fact that the
system is only able to detect a person if a human being would be able to do so:
people hidden from view are not detected, as well as people who are almost
completely hidden; but a partially occluded person is detected (just as a human
being would be able to do).

N.B. Kiwitron systems are man-machine detection systems, to be
considered as vehicle assistance systems and not as safety systems.

